NOV 22, 2021

DIRECTOR AND STAFF REPORT

Dear Board of Trustees,

Martha Furman, Interim Director

It's hard to believe that it's almost December! We are inching our way to being full staffed, with a
few open positions currently that we are working hard to fill. Our big news is that Becca Johnson,
longtime Youth Services Library Advisor, has accepted the Children's Librarian position with a start
date of December 6th. We are so excited for Becca and can't wait to see what creative ideas she
will bring to this crucial leadership role. Becca's extensive background in early childhood
development and early literacy as well as her familiarity with the local community will be a huge
benefit to all of us as she starts this leg of her professional journey. Please congratulate her on
her achievement when you see her!
In addition to our current open Materials Handler and Custodian positions, Becca's promotion will
leave an open 28 hour Library Advisor position, largely dedicated to Children's Services. I
recommend hiring at the same level that the position currently pays, with a starting wage of
$15.78. In the current economic and hiring climate, lowering that wage would make it very difficult
for us to hire.
I need to keep you up to date on the current status of the materials challenge that we are
handling. The review committee is working on finishing reading the book and reviewing
professional reviews, the policy, and the complaints we have received. We have a meeting set for
December 7th to create a recommendation for the Board. At this writing, 11/22/2021, we have 8
complaints submitted for Gender Queer and 3 complaints submitted for Lawn Boy. When the
library's copy of Lawn Boy is returned, the review committee will begin the same process for that
title.
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Sean, Teri, Sam and I are busy gathering statistics for the 2021 Montana Public Library Statistics survey.
This annual survey is part of federal reporting for public libraries and takes place online with a survey
platform created by Baker and Taylor. Though gathering all of these statistics takes time, it's a valuable
exercise and provides a fascinating lens to changes in the public library landscape in Montana as well
as nationwide. We are on track to meet the deadline of November 30th for reporting.
Sean and I recently began work on documentation to support the arrival of the new Library Director. To
start, we are creating a brief strategic plan update with a recommendation for continuing the work. This
update will help us quickly recalibrate so that we can begin work on some of the internal processes and
performance indicators when the new Director is ready. We are also creating some maps of teams,
processes and our internal structure to provide a useful guide for the new Director to familiarize
themselves with current staff, programs, services and collections. This process is also helpful as a yearend too, as it will provide the current status of our important work as well as preview of some of the
possibilities for 2022.
As we reach the end of the 2021 calendar year, I want to thank you for your service to the library as a
Trustee during a year that was full of challenges as well as opportunities. Your dedication to library
services will help us succeed into the future as we work to provide access to books and information to
the community. I wish you a healthy and happy holiday season and New Year!

Warmly,
Martha Furman, Interim Director
.
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Operations, Public Services, Communications
YOUTH SERVICES LIBRARIAN - Becca Johnson starts December 6th!

STARR WHITE, TEEN & ADULT SERVICES LIBRARIAN
Imagine IF Libraries has once again partnered with Farm Hands Nourish to bring
the Free the Seeds Event to all locations. From November 2nd through January
15th all branches will be hosting seed donation boxes. Local gardeners are
encouraged collect seeds and donate them. Farm Hands Nourish will give the
seeds out for free to the community of Flathead County with the aims of building a
sustainable and resilient future through real seeds, real food and real skills.
A grant thru Arizona State University and SciStarter has provided materials for 4
Measuring Light in the Night Kits and 4 Exploring Biodiversity Kits. The Measuring
Light in the Night will provide patrons with an interactive experience exploring the
sky while learning about light pollution and contributing to astronomical research.
The Exploring Biodiversity Kits introduces patrons to local biodiversity and
provides smartphone clip-on lenses and smartphone adaptable binoculars to help
patrons share their observational data on iNaturalist, a popular nature app. All the
materials for the kits should arrive by mid-December. The kits will be available for
checkout starting in January.
ImagineIF Libraries has partnered with The University of Montana spectrUM
Discovery Area in Missoula and the O.P. and W.E. Edwards Foundation to provide
an Orion Starblast 4.5" Reflector telescope for the public to check out from
ImagineIF Libraries. The Funds to purchase the telescope came form from the O.P.
and W.E. Edwards Foundation. Nick Wethington, Associate Director of spectrUM,
modified, delivered and gave staff training on the telescope. This ready-to-use
library modified telescope was received on November 19 and will be available to
the public in January.
Our Teen Fandom club has been officially registered as a library sponsored
program with Crunchyroll, world's largest anime streaming service. Our
registrations gives ImagineIF Libraries a complimentary premium Crunchyroll
account and permission to screen many of their shows at Fandom. It is our hope to
offer Fandom again starting in January.
Imagine IF Libraries is making plans to begin offering in-person programing. Over
the last month we have carried out a contextual assessment focused on library
activities, available spaces, staff needs and the Covid-19 pandemic. From this
assessment a three-month programing plan has been developed. This plan brings
back Zones and Minis, and introduces Scene, a new teen/tween self-directed
program. Zones, Minis, and Scenes will be on a rotating schedule to ensure only
one of these programs are offered at a branch at any time. The rotation schedule
will ease the influx of both staff time needed for and crowds around our selfdirected activities. The plan also addresses Early Literacy Classes. Early Literacy
Classes will be held inside Columbia Falls Branch Library starting in December.
During the class, staff will use the picture book section as a stage and the patrons
will watch from a level below. This level separation coupled with building’s high
ventilation rate allows for the location to be used during this time of social
distancing. Possible indoor spaces for Bigfork and Kalispell Early Literacy Classes
have been evaluated and are under discussions.
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KAT WILSON, CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE LIBRARIAN
Big shout out to Becca who was just hired as our new Children’s Librarian! She brings with her
years of experience, as she has worked here for many years, and will do an amazing job
leading this team. Becca is already looking at the Children's space and programming with
fresh eyes and is excited to jump in and get started. We can’t wait to see all the wonderful
things she will do. Congratulations, Becca!
I am very excited to start adding a few Collection Services tasks to my job description. I will
be helping out a few hours each week with some of the cataloging tasks that were left
unassigned when Alice retired and her hours were reallocated. I will be working on original
cataloging as well as helping with other cataloging issues that arise. I was a cataloger at a
previous job and am excited to get back into it, although it will take me a minute to get back
into the swing of things! I have been busy re-reading the Partners’ manuals and watching their
webinars to brush up on my unused skills.
I am also in the process of transitioning into selecting Adult Fiction books for our collection. I
will be working closely with Sean to learn all the back-end details of working with and
ordering from our vendor. I hope to be up to speed with all of it within the next few weeks.
The Reader’s Advisory Team has been working hard to research authors/titles in their genre
to create a new round of shelf talkers for our customers. This is a passive, informal (but
hopefully interactive!) program we have been working on for the past year or so. The shelf
talkers are placed within the stacks for customers to discover while they are browsing a
specific genre. Each one highlights authors/titles within that genre in hopes of giving
customers an idea of something new to read. The shelf talkers sometimes also include
authors/titles in a different genre to help introduce customers to something they may not
have considered reading before. We don’t get many comments from customers about the
shelf talkers, as is typical with this type of program, but we hope they are helping get new
titles/authors into our customers’ hands. Thanks to the team for all their hard work!
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Communications
LUNE AXELSEN, MARKETING COORDINATOR
The new website went live as scheduled by November 1. It features a streamlined, modern design
with improved functionality that allows patrons easy access to information, materials and learning.
On the home page you’ll find enhanced search capabilities, quick links to ImagineIF’s most popular
pages, access to new arrival books and movies, and a video stream to the library’s online learning
channel. I am thrilled with how it turned out. The careful examination of functionality and design by
the website team paid off. That translated into clear communication for Haybale Design. It is faster
and easier using the backend of the website, which allows me to keep patrons up-to-date on what’s
going on at ImagineIF.
I’ve been working with the Youth Services team to design campaigns to promote the new youth
programs launching in December. We will be announcing the new programs the last week of
November on social media, the website, in the eNewsletter, on the radio, and in a press release. We
are excited to announce the return of in-person programming!
This week I’ve been working with Starr and Becca to design a reward for an upcoming kids’ reading
challenge launching next month. Once kids complete the reading challenge, they will receive a
collectible “Brag Tag.” I am designing the series of Brag Tags we will be offering. The first will
feature an adorable monster reading a book with the title: Monster Reader!
I completed the layout and artwork for the Foundation Annual Appeal letter last month. We
designed a new double-sided layout this year. The front has a newsletter feel with the headline,
"How Library Programs Give Teens Confidence and a Place to Belong." And the backside is a letter
from the ImagineIF Libraries Foundation Director. I am pleased with how it turned out.
Our use of ImagineIF tote bags to promote programming and library services has been successful
with patrons. It’s time for some new merch! I will be using a portion of my marketing budget to
purchase new ImagineIF merchandise to help get our brand out there and get people engaged with
the library. We are in the process of selecting the items but it looks like lapel pins are very popular
with youth and library management seems very excited about an ImagineIF campfire mug. Stay
tuned!
Social Media Snapshot: Both Instagram and Facebook saw increases in followers this month. We’ve
adjusted content on Instagram to better match follower engagement and it seems to be working.
Story engagement is down slightly this month, but this has to do with low staffing and the increase
in workload that prevented us from posting stories as often this month. However, our messages are
still reaching the community.
Social Media Stats:
Facebook:
25 new Page Likes this period (1% increase in the last 30 days)
Instagram:
19 new followers this period (1% increase in the last 30 days)
YouTube:
7 new subscriber this period (5% increase in the last 30 days)
Website
No data at this time. Google Analytics malfunction on new website
IG Story Reach:
2894 IG Story views this month (11% decrease in monthly Story views in last 28 days)
FB Story:
548 Unique Opens this month (11% decrease in last 28 days)
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Collections and Branch Services
SEAN ANDERSON, SENIOR LIBRARIAN
Hiring has again been a focus this month. Chris, Natasha, and I conducted interviews for
the open Materials Handler position, and were very impressed with the candidates who
applied. We are in the late stages of hiring the position, and are anticipating a start date of
November 29th.
I am also happy to see Becca accept the Children's Services Librarian position. I have
tremendous respect for Becca’s knowledge and experience in serving children, and I think
that her presence will be a source of much-needed stability among staff. Welcome,
Becca, to the Library Management Team! Becca’s new position has presented new shortterm complexities in staff coverage; because Becca works Mondays in Columbia Falls,
those hours need to be covered. Tony and I have discussed short-term plans for
coverage, but depending on how long the newly-vacant Advisor position will be open, it
may require more planning between Tony, myself, Kat, and Starr.
We are also very happy to have Jennie, our Courier, back following her shoulder surgery!
Courier coverage has been complicated in her absence, and I so appreciate the extra
effort by Savannah, Ben, Kelly, Sierra, and Kat to make sure materials continued to move
between locations. Jennie will continue to be on light duty for several weeks, during
which time she will be helping out with various tasks throughout the library.
I have handed over much of the daily supervision of Materials Handlers to Chris
Cunningham in his new role as Lead Materials Handler. Chris has been quick to learn and
eager to take on this responsibility, and I am very proud of his leadership. He has already
helped to develop the regular schedule for the team, helped tremendously with hiring the
new Materials Handler, and contributes to the ongoing work of the Collection Services
Department. Thank you Chris!
The Network Advisory Council (NAC) met in November for a quarterly meeting. On the
newly re-invigorated NAC, we are building the foundation of the council – drafting bylaws,
defining roles, and assigning duties so that we can continue to improve and expand
collaborative services at libraries across Montana. The biggest hurdle at the moment is
how the NAC will work alongside any existing committees (like the MT Shared Catalog and
MontanaLibrary2Go) without duplicating efforts or interfering with ongoing projects. In
another context, this might be a daunting task, but I am continually amazed by the good
faith and trust that defines the MT Library community. This is difficult, complicated work,
and is successful because we are focused on services to the library users themselves and
how we can deliver services more efficiently with fewer barriers to access.
We have been working on addressing the recent challenges to library materials. Staff
have been very curious about the state of these challenges, particularly with the recent
media spotlight, and it has been an opportunity to explain the process and policies and
roles that go into a materials challenge. I have tremendous faith in the library staff, the
review committee, and the Collection Development policy itself to respond to challenges
in a timely and professional manner.
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DEIDRE MCMULLIN, BIGFORK MANAGER
Early literacy classes in Bigfork at the Lake Baked location have continued despite the
colder weather, with several families regularly attending. We have shared different activities
to promote early literacy and other early childhood skills such as fine motor skills at every
session. At the last class, children were offered playdough and cupcake trays and scissors.
Cutting playdough is a great way to practice scissor work, and work those fine motor skills
that are so important once school starts and they begin working on writing. Playdough in
general is good for this reason, and tiny fingers pressing the dough into a tray, or just
squeezing it, helps make for easier pencil grip later on.
Power and internet outages are a regular occurrence in the Bigfork area, and after the most
recent wind storm some patrons turned to library as a place to complete their work. One
patron relies on the internet for his job, and was able to meet some important deadlines by
using our wifi and work spaces.
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TONY EDMUNDSON, COLUMBIA FALLS MANAGER
Ann Brooks and Liza Butler-Aveson have both recently been certified in Continuing
Education through the Montana State Library. This is the 5th consecutive certification for
Ann. I am impressed with their dedication, as being part time makes it quite difficult to
schedule the many classes, webinars, and trainings needed to achieve this goal.
Congratulation to them both.
Our partners at Farm Hands have restocked the Seed Library with over 550 seed packets,
results of the recent fall harvest. This continues to be a resource that draws in the
community from all reaches of the valley, sparking new passion in some and rekindling it
in others. Farm Hands reports that their gardening workshop videos we have helped to
share have had a strong local following, and even some national and international
interest. It’s expected that much like the shortages of supply we’ve seen in other
industries, a rush on seeds will hit the market again this coming year, making seed
libraries like ours even more valuable for our communities.
Our last Outdoor Early Literacy Class was Thursday, November 18, just one day before a
good snow blanketed the valley. We are so grateful to the City of Columbia Falls for the
use of Marantette Park. Staff Ann and Liza led kiddos through songs, stories, and
activities. This offering of education and joy was greatly appreciated by attendees, as
evidenced in their faces and their words. Now we look at bringing these classes back
inside for the first time in nearly two years. Youth Services staff have been working hard
on how to bring this about in the safest and most practical way we can.
·
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Information Technology
SAM CROMPTON, IT COORDINATOR
New Website
As we’ve all seen the new website went live in November! Our hosting provider Network Solutions
did an excellent job transferring and implementing the new code into our existing hosting
package. Network Solutions agreed to do that implementation work at no additional cost to the
library. It was transitioned one business day earlier than anticipated, however, that actually worked
out well because it gave us time to recognize some items that needed attention and fixing prior to
the announced rollout date. It’s a great looking and easy to navigate site that a lot of work has
gone into by the team along with our partner Haybale Web Design and the result will help patrons
interact with the library for many years to come.
Cordless Phones - Bigfork and Columbia Falls
A recent rollback of firewall software at the County caused library cordless phones in Bigfork and
Columbia Falls to no longer be able to register with the controller and therefore were not
functioning for incoming or outgoing calls at the two locations. After highlighting the problem to
the County technician responsible they were able to confirm a new configuration change needed
to be made in our equipment. After I remotely implemented the change the problem resolved
quickly. The phones were out for nearly three days however because we also have desktop
phones at both locations the problem had minimal if any impact to patrons.
Computer Operating System Licenses
Microsoft has providing ImagineIF Library with free upgrade licenses to their upcoming new OS
Windows 11. These complimentary licenses are a result of their ongoing policy of extending a
portion of their on-premise software suite to the library. Staff upgrades to Windows 11 Pro are not
planned for this fiscal year though and likely won’t take place until well into FY’23. An important
consideration is, over recent years the library has saved in excess of $7,000 not having to
purchase Windows Pro OS, Windows Server OS or the Office suite of MS software products.
Microsoft are making changes however to their donation strategy moving incentives toward
adoption of cloud solutions instead of on-premise. If further cloud deployments result in anything
even close to what we’ve experienced with the excellent Microsoft 365 product over the years,
email and Teams for example, the future of library computing will be very bright indeed!
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Business Office
TERI DUGAN, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
The library “noise” outside the business office door lately have been so delightful! It seems busy these
days. I hear kids playing, toys clanking together and yes, even a toddler expressing their unhappiness
in having to leave the library way before they are ready. People are out and about and using the
library. We are a hub of activity. As an anchor institution in our community, the library is so vital to our
growing area. It gives me great purpose to arrive each morning and help provide this service to our
valley.
I recently attended a Montana State Library Fall Workshop about ARPA funding and how Library can
benefit from this federal funding. It boiled down to a large sum of money for broadband infrastructure
such as fiber cable to be installed across the entire state and water and sewer projects. Libraries that
have older lead pipes can apply to have those replaced under this funding plan. The panel that spoke
mentioned that it is a complicated bill with a variety of pools of money and the details are still being
figured out. Flathead county has received 25 Million dollars to date. Childcare is defined as
infrastructure under this plan, so a variety of assistance has been allocated for programs the help with
childcare and families. Some libraries are offering childcare programs with this funding. I found it very
informative and look forward to learning more about it.
Jennie, our library courier has returned for a few hours a week for light duty work. Jennie will ease
back into the courier work, but for now Jennie is a great help in the areas of Interlibrary loan mail,
sorting book carts for the materials handlers and assisting with collection services tasks. A big shout
out to staff that have jumped in to cover courier duties in the mean time!

